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Happy Saturday, Villagers 

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 
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Note: The Tips now has it's own email address to forward ideas for
content. Please correct your email. 

Photo: Ground Cover Extraordinaire by Harrie Schartz

FREE COVID TESTING EVERY WEDNESDAY 10-4  (Bank of America parking
lot 2. Register (Appointments can be made no sooner than four days in

advance of a testing date)
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5 Things to Do This Weekend
Our critics and writers have selected noteworthy cultural events to experience
virtually.

 

For the 17th consecutive year, the California Film Institute presents a selection of Oscar®
submissions from around the world. This year, 93 countries have submitted films for consideration
in the 2021 Academy Awards® Best International Feature Film category. For Your Consideration is
a rare opportunity to watch a selection of these outstanding international films, many of which are
top film festival prizewinners.
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This 21-day series, programmed by CFI’s Richard Peterson and Dan Zastrow, is available
exclusively through Rafael@Home.

AVAILABLE FRIDAY, JAN. 22 – THURSDAY, FEB. 11

For more information

“Immersive Van Gogh” Exhibit Extends San
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Francisco Run Through September 2021
The highly anticipated digital art show has prolonged its West Coast premiere—
and a new batch of tickets are on sale now. 
 

75 Books To Add To Your 2021 TBR List
A Chicago crime cover-up; a metaphysical mystery; new releases from Colson
Whitehead, Kazuo Ishiguro, Jhumpa Lahiri, and Melissa Broder; and so much
more.
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Underwater Dance Captured by Photographer
Marta Syrko
Ukrainian photographer Marta Syrko has created a hypnotising photo
series of a dance under water. 
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The Luckiest Day of 2021, Astrologically
Speaking, Is Coming Up—Here’s What Each
Sign Can Expect 

I know, so far, 2021 has felt like 2020, part two—which, to be crystal clear, means not

great. But, get ready to breathe a deep sigh of relief, because according to

astrologers, the luckiest day in 2021 is predicted to occur in January. On January 28,

an astrological conjunction between abundance-bearer Jupiter and the sun, along with

a full moon, is expected to shine some much-needed light on the day.
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For information about emergency
preparedness and COVID resources, visit the

recently updated Sausalito Village website.
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